Nutrition Education Program Coordinator Lauren Tobey demonstrates how to cook healthy, easy meals by using techniques from foodhero.org.

It’s now more convenient and easier than ever for Oregonians to save money and eat more vegetables and fruits by accessing easy recipes, shopping guides and cooking tips via the Oregon State University Extension Services’ Food Hero website.

Food Hero website encourages Oregonians to eat healthier.

Food Hero, part of the College of Public Health and Human Sciences’ portfolio of Extension and Public Health Practice programs, is a social marketing campaign designed to increase the consumption of vegetables and fruits among Oregonians eligible for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).
Launching food businesses
Tillamook has a growing number of food entrepreneurs looking to turn their products into a successful business. To meet this need, Oregon State University, Tillamook Bay Community College and the Small Business Development Center collaborated to offer Recipe to Market, a series of classes that guide participants through producing, promoting and making a profit. This program is offered through Oregon Open Campus.

Creating a college-going culture
The Precollege Programs Campus Field Trip offers what is frequently the first experience young students have on a college campus, especially those from underrepresented, minority and rural populations. These customized trips to the Corvallis campus enhance school curriculum and learning, engage students with undergraduate mentors and encourage students toward higher education of all kinds.

Learning to brew beer
In September, 42 students from around the world traveled to Bend to participate in Oregon State University’s first Craft Brewery Startup Workshop. The five-day program, hosted by OSU Professional and Noncredit Education, OSU-Cascades and Ninkasi Brewing Company, provided aspiring entrepreneurs the tools to design and implement a business plan for their own brewery and brewpub.

Creating great writers
Through a new partnership with Fishtrap, a nonprofit literary arts organization, Oregon State MFA students have the opportunity to live and work in Enterprise, teaching writing courses to Wallowa County students and community members. This experience allows high school students to earn college credits, and graduate students gain extra time to write and revise their theses.

Educating about local agriculture
As a way to educate residents and visitors about local agriculture, the Oregon State Central Oregon Agricultural Research Center and Jefferson County Seed Council developed roadside crop signs and a website that lists crops, shares stories about local farm families and provides a better understanding of programs such as smoke management and Farm Fair.

Advancing careers
This fall, the College of Business — in partnership with Oregon State Ecampus — unveiled a Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Executive Leadership track that combines the flexibility of online learning with in-person evening classes in Portland, allowing future business leaders and current executives to remain in their current jobs while taking classes that will advance their careers.

International engagement
As a part of the university’s Asia Strategy — a focused engagement with China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand — Oregon State leadership regularly visits the region to connect with alumni and develop relationships with key partner institutions.

Interpreting Oregon’s outdoors
The Oregon Master Naturalist Program, coordinated by OSU Extension and hosted at the College of Forestry, trains those with an interest in the outdoors how to be effective natural resources interpreters. Participants study an online core curriculum, offered through Professional and Noncredit Education, in natural history and natural resource management specific to Oregon, then meet with university scientists and other experts for classroom instruction and fieldwork specific to their ecoregion. Master naturalists learn skills and information that supplement their involvement in outdoor activities, including volunteer efforts in their communities.

Oregon State University leaders have conducted education programming for watershed councils and state parks, as well as worked in citizen science, including bird counts and invasive species elimination.
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Rob Pabst and Oregon Master Naturalist Paul Westerberg measure trees at Cascade Head Experimental Forest.
The website, FoodHero.org, features healthy recipes, meal ideas, tips, budgeting tools, shopping tips and more, and it is accessed each month by more than 20,000 people.

Nearly half of those surveyed wanted to find information about healthy food choices online. Extension nutritionists have demonstrated how to cook recipes from the website to families at about 60 elementary schools in 27 counties. Extension also emails a newsletter with recipes in Vietnamese, Spanish and English to its readers.

It’s now more convenient and easier than ever for Oregonians to save money and eat more vegetables and fruits by accessing easy recipes, shopping guides and cooking tips via the Oregon State University Extension Service’s Food Hero website. Food Hero, part of the College of Public Health and Human Sciences’ portfolio of Extension and Public Health Practice programs, is a social marketing campaign designed to increase the consumption of vegetables and fruits among Oregonians eligible for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).